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Synca MizuMee Eye Massage Mask  
 

We strain our eyes from morning to night.
Looking at the computer, smartphone and
co. determines our everyday life.
Environmental influences or the wearing of
contact lenses are aggravating. Therefore,
treat your eyes to this soothing moment
with the MizuMee eye massage mask -
and you will shine again.

 CHF 429.00  
      

      

Radiant moments
Water is also the key to the MizuMee eye massage mask - and the basis for a pleasant vibration
massage of the eye area. Improve circulation, relieve fatigue and tension, counteract wrinkles and bags
under the eyes.

Uniquely flexible
With the innovative, patented technology of the MizuMee eye massage mask, you can easily choose
between cooling and warming water - and even switch this during the treatment. This allows you to
optimally meet your individual needs.

Anytime and everywhere
Use the MizuMee eye massage mask wherever and whenever you want. Due to the slim design, the low
weight, the fast charging time and the long battery life, the eye massage mask is always ready for use
and there are no limits to your relaxation.

An Unparalleled Experience
High functionality with attractive design and the use of high-quality, hypoallergenic materials make the
MizuMee Eye Massage Mask your daily companion. Feel how the water soothingly flows around your
eyes through the skin-friendly silicone surface. In addition, ergonomic silicone cushions and the variable
headband adapt perfectly to any size and face shape. At the touch of a button, you can choose between
cooling (up to 18°) and warming (up to 40°) effects on the control element. You can also regulate the
intensity of the massage, which pampers your eyes with its gentle rhythm.

Scope of delivery: water tank, control unit, mains adapter, rechargeable battery
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Recommended guide price CHF 499.--.
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